Design and 3D Printing of Hydrogel Scaffolds with Fractal Geometries
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ABSTRACT: Structures that exhibit fractal geometries are typically self-similar and iterative. Fractal patterns appear in nature as approximations of mathematical abstractions, yet exist as artifacts of specific processes having reached optimized conditions in the presence of various forces and movements. In this paper, we focus on 3D printing of fractal geometry using computer designed and user adjusted patterns. Various biocompatible hydrogel structures were printed from a photopolymerizable poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate via maskless stereolithography. This digital micromirror device-based projection printing platform is capable of imbuing fractal topographic patterns into a more cell accommodating medium. Several fractal structures were printed mimicking the energy and material pattern optimization achieved by fractal geometries found in nature. The resulting structures were confirmed with bright-field and SEM microscopy. Complex geometries were obtained at many angles, and various heights that exhibited self-similar geometries. The surfaces of the hydrogel structures were conjugated with fibronectin cell adhesion protein and then seeded with cells. Fluorescent staining of actin and nuclei for both murine myoblast cells and human mesenchymal stem cells were conducted to determine the feasibility of these designed cell adhesive topographies to influence aggregate cells. This flexible and versatile platform can be extended to fabricate other complex biomimetic designs for biological applications, such as tissue engineering.
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INTRODUCTION

Fractal geometry structures are typically iterative self-similar patterns.1,2 Fractal patterns in nature are artifacts of conditions reached during specific processes that represent useful optimization when organizing materials with regards to forces within a specific medium.3,4 Such natural optimization can be found in the bifurcation of lungs,4−9 wild-type and cancerous pulsatile vasculature networks,5,8−11 the columnar packing of the liver,12 and the packing of the seeds in sunflowers and pineapples.13,14 With the ubiquitous existence of fractal patterns in nature, there has been great interest in the bioengineering field to engineer and utilize fractal patterns to study biological questions, such as identifying diseased afflicted cell growth,9−11 screening cells,6,10,15,16 and investigating cell proliferation behaviors.7,17

Several manufacturing methods have been used to fabricate different designs of engineered fractal scaffolds, including freeze-drying,15,20 salt leaching,21,22 electrospinning,20,23 and fiber deposition.20,22 Most of these approaches are limited to the overall control of the bulk property of the scaffold and lack the flexibility to tune the fractal design regionally and precisely. The resulting geometries from many of these conventional manufacturing methods are typically fibrous in nature, and “randomly” organized. These primary characteristics emphasize a “roughened” surface area that improves cell growth27,16,24 and explains the continued use in bioapplications. However, to fabricate geometries with precise control, micro- and nano-manufacturing approaches, such as photolithography,3,7,25,26 inkjet printing,20 laser sintering,27−31 and fused deposition,3,7,22 have been used instead. However, these manufacturing techniques have limitations in resolution, speed or 3D fabrication capability. Highly complex fractal structures involving large scales can be time-consuming to fabricate with these precision manufacturing methods.

The digital micromirror device (DMD) based projection printing emerges as a high-throughput 3D micro/nano manufacturing technique, offering micrometer resolution, superior fabrication speed,32,33 and a high degree of pattern flexibility and scalability. Recently, we have demonstrated a dynamic optical projection stereolithography (DOPsL) method for printing complex 3D microarchitectures with various photopolymerizable materials such as poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA), glycidal methacrylate-hyaluronic acid, and gelatin methacrylate.28,26 These printed hydrogels have shown great biocompatibility for cell seeding and encapsulation.27
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Here we report the development and application of the DOPsL platform to engineer biomimicking and user-defined fractal patterns. 3D hydrogel structures were printed according to simple mathematical models and complex biomimetic fractal designs. Various structures composed of channels and ridges of varying height and width were printed for the biomimetic fractal patterns. Murine myoblast cells were seeded on the printed fractal scaffolds to demonstrate the biocompatibility of these printed fractal scaffolds in the biological studies. With the superior flexibility and versatility of the DOPsL platform, we were able to fabricate closely packed fractal structures featuring highly complex designs.

**EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

**Material Preparation.** Acrylic acid, 5-benzoyl-4-hydroxy-2-methoxybenzenesulfonic acid (HMBS), poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA, Mn = 575), and 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperdine 1-oxyl (TEMPO) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. High purity water was produced by an in-house Millipore system with a resistivity reading 18.2 MΩ upon collection. Irgacure 651, Irgacure 819 and Irgacure 2959 were purchased from Ciba Chemistry. These compounds are photoinitiators generating chemical free radicals when exposed to ultraviolet (UV) light. The solubility of Irgacure 651 is suitable for 100% PEGDA solution, while Irgacure 2959 is suitable for 50% PEGDA solution. Irgacure 819 is soluble in 100% PEGDA and has an optical profile more comparable to the UV light source used, despite being more reactive to ambient light. TEMPO mitigates free radical migration distance thus reducing structure bleeding while creating higher aspect ratio structures. HMBS absorbs UV light and increases a gradient against UV light penetration into the structure, providing a better means to control structure height. Acrylic acid polymerizes into the acrylate polymerization chain, anchoring carboxylate functional groups for later chemical conjugation to a peptide. For the 50% PEGDA in water solution, equal volumes of PEGDA and Milli-Q water were mixed in a glass container protected from light. TEMPO [0.01% w/v], HMBS [0.1% w/v], acrylic acid [1.0% w/v], and Irgacure 2959 [1.0% w/v] were added to the solution. The mixture was stirred with a magnetic bar while heated to 60 °C for 1–3 h. The resulting 50% PEGDA solution was used to fabricate the structures presented in Figures 1, 2, 4, and 5A. Figure 3 was printed with TEMPO [0.01% w/v], HMBS [0.1% w/v], and Irgacure 2959 [1.0% w/v] to demonstrate z control of the increased polymerization penetration. For the final 100% PEGDA solution, Irgacure 651 [2.00% w/v] and TEMPO [0.04% w/v] were added to PEGDA. The resulting 100% PEGDA was used to fabricate the structure presented in Figure 4B.

**DOPsL System Setup.** Figure 1A shows the laboratory built DOPsL system used for fabrication of hydrogel fractal geometries. 3D digital models built with computer-aided design software (Autodesk Inventor/Autodesk AutoCAD), or a simple indexed color map relating height in .png format are converted to 2D bitmap slices (MATLAB) and uploaded to the DMD chipset (1920 × 1080, Discover 4000...
digital light processing (DLP), Texas Instruments). This bitmap information is translated to spatially tilt a pattern of micromirrors on the DMD chip. The UV light is reflected by the micromirrors and projected through the condensation optics to a focal point within the stage area. A stage controller (Newport) is used to manage the three-axis stage movement, whereas the UV source light (Omnicure S2000) was directed via a light guide toward the DMD chip at a specific angle to facilitate light reflection through the projection optics to the stage. The Omnicure halogen bulb produces a light spectrum filtered to 320–500 nm. A Newport (model 1918) power meter was used to determine the light intensity (1.3 × 10^6 mW/cm^2 for polymers prepared with I2959 and I651; 6.5 mW/cm^2 for polymers prepared with 1819). Exposure times ranged from 6 to 20 s depending on the aperture of light. The DMD chip, the stage, and the UV light source are controlled by a desktop computer. The prepolymer is confined between a coverslip and a slide and can be transitioned through the z dimension as the pattern changes. Additionally, the structure can be removed once printed, rinsed, and printed with another layer of a different prepolymer solution.

### Scaffold Functionalization

Available carboxyl groups from the copolymerization of acrylic acid and PEGDA were utilized for amine-carboxyl mediated coupling of fibronectin to the hydrogel scaffold. A solution of 1-ethyl-3-[3-(dimethylamino)propyl] carbodimide hydrochloride (EDC) (0.15 M) (Thermofisher) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (0.12 M) (Thermofisher) was prepared in 2-(morpholino)-ethanesulfonic acid (MES) buffer at pH 5. The hydrogel scaffolds were immediately incubated in the prepared working solution for 2 h. Samples were briefly rinsed with Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS, pH 7.4, Gibco) and then the excess solution was removed. Fibronectin at a concentration of 1 mg/mL was dispensed on the sample surface and allowed to incubate for 24 h at 4 °C protected from light. The residual fibronectin was rinsed and removed, and the samples were sterilized without solution under a UV lamp for ~30 min.

### Cell Culture and Seeding

The human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) were cultured in growth medium consisting of high glucose DMEM (Gibco), fetal bovine serum (10% v/v) (Hyclone), L-(hMSC culture medium consisting of high glucose DMEM (Gibco), fetal bovine serum (10% v/v) (Hyclone), L-glutamine (1%) (Gibco), and penicillin/streptomycin (50 units/mL) (Gibco). Murine myoblasts C2C12 (ATCC) were cultured in growth medium consisting of high glucose DMEM (Gibco), fetal bovine serum (10% v/v) (Hyclone), and penicillin/streptomycin (50 units/mL) (Gibco). Both cell lines were cultured at 37 °C with CO₂ (5.0%) and passed prior to reaching confluence. Cells from passage 4–6 were seeded on the fibronectin conjugated hydrogel samples at a seeding density of ~2 × 10⁴/cm² and cultured for 1 week.

### Fluorescent Imaging

Primary bright-field imaging was performed with a Leica DMI 6000B microscope. The images in Figure 5 were acquired using the tilting functionality of the Leica DMI 6000B at the 10X objective. All other bright field images were not tiled and scale bars of 100 μm are located in the lower right corner.

### Immunofluorescent Staining

After 1 week of culture, immunofluorescent staining was performed on the samples. The samples were first fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA), diluted from 16% stock PFA, with DPBS (pH 7.4) for 10 min. Samples were then washed three times with room temperature DPBS (pH 7.4) for 5 min per wash. Fixed samples were simultaneously blocked and permeabilized with 1% BSA, 0.1% Triton-X100 mixture in DPBS (pH 7.4) for 20 min. Each sample was incubated with 300 μL of a mixture of Fluor 488 phallodin (Invitrogen) (0.165 μM) to stain actin and 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (sigma-aldrich) (0.1 μg/mL) to stain nuclei for 30 min at room temperature protected from light. A Zeiss Observer A1 fluorescence microscope was used to take fluorescent images of the samples.

### Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

The printed hydrogel structures underwent a gradient solvent transfer in order to reduce chance of fracture and were soaked in increasing concentrations of ethanol for 20 min per 10% incremental increases in concentration until ~100% was reached. Samples were removed from the 100% ethanol solution and placed in a vacuum chamber at room temperature for 24 h. Samples were then sputter coated with iridium (Figure 3—carbon) and imaged via a field-emission environmental microscope (FEI XL30 ESEM FEG). Images were acquired in scattering mode at 10 kV.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We used digital dynamic masks adapted from user-defined computer designed images to fabricate microscale geometries which can be extended to multiple centimeters when the pattern is tile printed (Figure 1A). The DOPSL method uses spatially modulated ultraviolet light to polymerize a liquid prepolymer into a solid 3D structure. We used digital dynamic masks adapted from user-defined computer designed images to fabricate microscale geometries which can be extended to multiple centimeters when the pattern is tile printed (Figure 1A). The DOPSL method uses spatially modulated ultraviolet light to polymerize a liquid prepolymer into a solid 3D structure. In essence the DMD chip is an array of reflective coated aluminum micromirrors, capable of creating patterns of light in fast succession, similar to displaying HD (high definition 1920 × 1080) video by controlling each micromirror state as being either “ON” or “OFF”. Regions in the “ON” state are photopolymerized, whereas in the “OFF” state, the pixel appears dark because the illuminated light is reflected away from the condensing projection lens. The micromirror pattern provides a dynamic photomask that can be modified continuously while the reservoir containing the prepolymer solution is translated through the focal plane of the projected image. The prepolymer solidifies in a layer-by-layer fashion as per the user defined digital masks.

Digital masks of typical nonbiological vector-based, space filling fractal patterns (Serpinski carpet, Peano curve) were used to fabricate fractal scaffolds in PEGDA (Figure 1B, C). These patterns were chosen to examine DOPSL printing capabilities of a simple structure scaling over a large dynamic size range, and an extended single ridge fabrication without lateral stabilization from line intersection (normally found in grid designs). The Serpinski carpet pattern, a widely used Cantor series fractal abstraction in mathematics, can be generated by dividing a large square into nine equal smaller squares, removing the central smaller square and reiterating this process a finite number of times. Despite being a purely mathematical abstraction, this structure retains self-similar objects at multiple scales. This scaling property has shown use in screening cell interactions at different scales. This could be envisioned as an assembly of different size houses used to determine occupant preferences. The Peano curve is another variation of a space-filling curve that provides increased surface area topography with contortion of a single loop or ridge (Figure 1C). Increased surface area has been used by other groups to facilitate better cell adhesion and faster growth.

PEGDA was used to build these nonbiological patterns to provide an appropriate framework to create representative biological patterns to be extended to relevant biological applications. PEGDA is a synthetic nondegrading water containing gel (hydrogel). This material is considered to be biocompatible, easy to modify, and safe for use in humans. PEGDA can be readily conjugated with peptide adhesion motifs or coated with a physisorbed layer of fibronectin to promote cell adhesion. The mechanical properties of the polymerized PEGDA hydrogel that have been shown to influence cell proliferation and differentiation, such as stiffness and swelling, can also be tuned by the monomer weight, the concentration of the PEGDA monomer or the fabrication parameters (e.g., UV light exposure, time and intensity). This material flexibility provides a chemical means to tune biological patterns for biological use.
After demonstrating the ability to pattern more contrived mathematical patterns that explore scalable self-similarity and increased surface area through subdivision of space, we also developed several variations of the fractal tree digital masks to

Figure 2. Digital masks of variations of fractal tree patterns. (A, B) SEM images of the A45 R62 tree (a basic bifurcation tree focusing on this ratio 1.618) demonstrate valleys and ridges using inverse masks. (C) SEM image of A60 R75.4 tree representing dimensions of the Pardovan sequence. Fabrication settings: (A) Power: 1.3 W/cm², exposure time 8 ± 2 s. (B) P = 1.3 W/cm², t = 15 ± 2 s. (C) P = 1.3 W/cm², t = 15 ± 4 s. (Scale bar =100 μm).

Figure 3. (A) 3D digital tree pattern with linear step profile, (B) corresponding stack of digital masks after applying square function correction to create linear steps (black regions represent mirrors that are “on” longest), (C–F) SEM images of fabricated 100% PEGDA hydrogel coated with carbon on methacrylated glass slide at various viewing angles and magnifications to determine printing fidelity. Fabrication settings: power, 6.5 mW/cm²; exposure time, 10 ± 1 s. Note: 1.0% Irgacure 819 (photoinitiator) was intentionally chosen to achieve excessive penetration depths, in order to demonstrate z control by only generating a 250 μm structure within a 1 mm prepolymer volume, despite reactivity to ambient light (scale bar = 100 μm).
unify these concepts into a synthetic yet more organic or biological looking pattern. The trees (Figure 2) comprise elongated rectangles that in this case bifurcate (divide in two) at angles deviating from the center-line of the previous iteration. These two new rectangles are reduced in dimension compared to the previous rectangle iteration by the indicated ratio. This is a simple synthetic fractal tree that encompasses a bifurcating morphology to more closely mimic the natural formation of branching biological structures. Lungs are organized based on scaling laws to maximize surface area with a volume. When we approximate this to a flattened organ, we look for patterns that effectively fill space (Figure 4). One such ratio is the classic Fibonacci ratio “golden ratio”. This ratio arises from the rate of growth found in later elements of the Fibonacci sequence (the sum of the two previous consecutive elements is equal to the value of the next element, where values are integers). This ratio is reported as, $\varphi = 1.618$ or $1/0.618$, which is significant as being an efficient use of building materials when trying to enclose a growing area with basic squares and claimed to be found in some biological systems. The normally associated 90° angle and the ratio $\varphi$ have been decoupled as an example of design flexibility to potentially isolate other aspects important to this ratio. Figure 2A shows the A45 R62 (angle 45/0.62) tree template and the SEM images of fabricated branching channels featuring the fractal tree design with uniform depth ($\sim50 \mu m$). Fabrication of fractal structures in channels shows application in optimizing fluid flow, surface area to volume diffusion, and even pulsatile flows. These patterns could also be used as molds for lab-on-chip applications.

Figure 2B demonstrates the fabrication of an A45 R62 fractal tree design with more iterations at higher resolution. Instead of channels, ridges of the fractal tree were printed to show the flexibility of the DOPsL platform. More importantly, this structure is fabricated within one exposure and features ridges stepping down at sequential iterations though narrowing the aperture. This is a unique advantage of DOPsL compared to a conventional photolithography method, where it takes multiple process steps to prepare structures of variable heights.

Figure 2C further extends the complexity of synthetic biomimicking fractal tree designs and fills the empty spaces among the branches with iterating subtrees. The Pardovan ratio (75.4) at 60° was selected as the scaling ratio between the consecutive iterations with a less acute spiral angle that more closely reflects hexagonal packing order of tissue within a layer (e.g., liver), and refines the amount of space-filling in the compact tissue. Variations in design can be developed by changing the degree of branching at each level, branch angle, branch width (pixel width) etc. to develop a library of fractal tree patterns to compare to other similar fractal assemblies. As such, this DOPsL platform is sufficient to create iterations across its scale regime to create hydrogel patterns mimicking many observed natural patterns.

Figure 4. Cell interactions with fractal topographies. (Top row) SEM images of the corresponding hydrogel structures conjugated with fibronectin. (Middle row) fluorescent microscope images taken with 10×:5×:10× (A:B:C) objective DAPI/actin stain. (Bottom row) fluorescent microscope images taken with 40× objective DAPI/actin stain. (A) murine myoblasts (B, C) human mesenchymal stem cells. Fabrication settings: (A) see Figure 1C; (B) see Figure 2B; (C) $P = 1.3 \text{ W/cm}^2$, exposure time: $9 \pm 2 s$ on glass (scale bar = 100 μm).
Figures 1C and 2B were coated with tunability and printing decoupled from the length/width ratio to emphasize parametric flexibility. Figure 3 presents a scaling fractal tree at user-controlled heights with synthetic branching patterns (hMSCs) and murine myoblasts seeded on fractal structures. Figure 4 shows images of human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) seeded (passage 4) and stained for actin (phallodin 488/green) and nucleus (DAPI/blue). Figure 4A shows the seeding of murine myoblasts on the Peano curve to effectively increase surface area and shows a cluster of murine myoblasts interacting with the printed curve structures. Figure 4B shows the seeding of hMSCs on the fractal tree design. The cells appear to show some direction bias related to the largest ridge topography, which is inconsistent across varying ridge heights. The magnified region of interest of Figure 4B shows a region of intersecting pattern overlap at the exterior edge. This region contains an area of moderate aspect ridges in close proximity to the single pixel topographies. The cells appear localized near the higher aspect ridges and filling these high-sided wells or gaps, whereas the cells appear to have grown over many of the smaller features, which may provide increased surfaces for binding. Figure 4C shows the seeding of hMSCs on a hexagonal packing structure designed to reflect motifs of compacted cell clusters. More cells were observed spanning across the larger gaps; however, this structure is on a glass substrate which may be influencing this cell behavior. The hydrogel structure was shown as sufficiently biocompatible to murine fibroblast 10T1/2’s (Supporting Information). Both cell types were found to adhere and grow on the fractal geometry scaffolds. These results establish the feasibility of using fractal design for addressing biological questions.

Moving beyond simple geometries, several compact ordering models can be used as demonstrated in Figure 5. These ratios for compact organization start with classic regular polygon growth systems in the form of Fibonacci and Pardovan spirals. Starting from the center and moving to the periphery, these sequences produce enclosed areas at each iteration, and generate new area extension with lower resource cost by utilizing the neighboring “wall” of preexisting structures as seen in all compact spirals. This means that the entire structure as a whole can extend and grow, whereas the existing structure remains completely intact and functional (less vulnerable) during this period. Additionally, the system is compartmentalized, which improves robustness. These are two trends that are advantages to many systems including biological organisms. These basic structures can be inscribed with fractal patterns to...
improve surface area as shown in Figure 5A, and carried onto increasingly complex generations via computer, and then printed as shown in the bright field image (Figure 5A). This is an exercise demonstrating user-controlled complexities meshed with known optimizations of a packing order.

This application is more clearly relevant, if we assume our structures of interest are spheres, or have circular footprints which find a packing shape as columnar structures. These columnar growth units become irregular polygonal prisms or hexagonal prism structures when regularly packed as seen with bee honeycombs and liver tissue. However, when we imbue Fibonacci sequence or a Padovan sequence ratio space filling models with inscribed circles we have some gaps as in Figure 4B. A simple model can be used to generate a radial aligned high sphere packing approximation that can be applied to irregular polygons. This works for some shell structures, however tends to extend these structures farther into the z with volume. We can extend the Fibonacci A + B = A’ Boolean to wrap structures around a circle to achieve the patterns associated with sunflower seeds and pineapples. This classic pattern of seed packing has been well-studied and is noted for having an emanating growth center. Implementing such biomimicry, we can borrow this pattern from nature to create our own hydrogel pattern for “sunflower” node-less packing. This sunflower pattern was fabricated with PEGDA on a slab (Figure 5B). Many natural observed growth patterns deviate from the purely mathematical abstractions and DOPsL platform can accommodate building such structures.

However, because of the minimal cross-sectional area from the design complexity, and lacking structural support due to the soft hydrogel material used, this approach is typically more applicable for complex flatter structures with height and depth but without overhanging ledges. From a manufacturing point-of-view, the advantage of manipulating the fractional dimension through control of surface fractality is very appealing when available during the onset of a design. This control is the primary driving force behind developing algorithm based topographies. Using this algorithm approach, self-similar fractal topographies such as vascular trees based on Lindenmayer models (Pardovan series) or based on Murray’s bifurcation laws, can be obtained. Computer implementation to design such patterns also allows parametric design, and a multitude of variations in a design that can be carried out by changing the value of one parameter (for example, the angle, ratio, number of bifurcations, or a fluidic port addition, refer to Figure 5). Incorporation of tunable fractality at a design-stage using 3D printing approaches to print structure and localize cells will improve the capabilities of current tissue engineering strategies.5

**CONCLUSION**

We have demonstrated the capabilities of the DOPsL platform as a flexible method to create various fractal forms in a medium conducive to cell growth. Fractal patterns that are purely mathematical, biologically inspired, and directly mimicking observed biological organization have been translated to biocompatible hydrogel photopolymer scaffolds. These moderately complex topographic patterns were implemented as channels or ridges of varying width and height and affect cell alignment as compared to a 2D slab. These results show the topographic possibilities of engineered surface structures to increase surface area, subdivide space in self-similar organization, and produce scaling structures reflecting compact growth. These topographies may have more immediate use in screening “scale” dependent characteristics of cells; however, the goal of imposing optimized biological growth topographies in order to effectively organize cells is still desired. There are many natural systems, and thus many optimized structures to be created. With increasingly accurate computer models of forces, viscosity, diffusion, and aggregation, generating relevant scaffolds for each system is likely possible with the DOPsL platform.
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